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CHAPTER 4

VISUOSPATIAL REACHING PREFERENCES AND

SIDE-OF-MOUTH PREFERENCES DURING CHEWING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of the first set of experiments reported in this chapter was to determine

whether marmosets display handedness for visuospatial reaching. In the previous

chapter it was shown that the marmosets' hand preferences for simple food holding are

bimodally distributed. It has been suggested, however, that the lack of handedness

found in many studies with nonhuman primates may be due to measurement of hand

preferences during routine activities such as simple food holding (Fagot and Vauclair,

1991). Fagot and Vauclair (1991) propoEed that more complex and novel tasks

involving increased postural, perceptual or cognitive demands are necessary to reveal

population level biases for hand preferences in nonhuman primates. Also, according to

Fagot and Vauclair (1991), strength of hand preferences may decrease with practice as

both hemispheres may become competent at zontrolling hand use when a task becomes

familiar.

There is evidence to support the hypothesis of Fagot and Vauclair (1991). King

and Landau (1993) tested a group of squirrel monkeys, Saimiri sciureus , on a task that

required them to catch live goldfish and found a population level bias for left

handedness. By contrast, tests with the saint; subjects that involved reaching for static

objects revealed a symmetrical distribution cf hand preferences in the group (King and

Landau, 1993). Vauclair and Fagot (1993):round that seven of eight gorillas (Gorilla

gorilla), and five of six baboons (Papio papio), displayed left-hand preferences when

tested on a complex visuospatial alignment task. Neither species displayed a tendency
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toward left or right handedness when hand preferences in feeding were measured. Use

of novel haptic discrimination tasks have also elicited left handedness in capuchins

(Cebus apella„ Lacreuse and Fragaszy, 1996; Parr et al. 1997) and spider monkeys

(Ateles geoffroyi, Laska, 1996b). Only the spider monkeys were found to have a group

level bias for the left hand when reaching for food from a tripedal posture (Laska,

1996b). Therefore, there is some evidence to suggest that novel tasks with increased

perceptual and cognitive demands may reveal handedness in nonhuman primate

species. ][n the visuospatial reaching experiments used in the present study it was aimed

to determine if novelty combined with increased perceptual demands, and with or

without increased motor demands, would influence the hand preferences of marmosets.

The second set of experiments reported in this chapter measured side-of-mouth

preferences for chewing. Peters (1988b) proposed that asymmetries of mouth use in

chewing may be stronger than hand preferences for feeding in nonhuman primates. He

proposed that the hands might be secondary to the mouth in these species (Peters,

1988b). However, the studies of side-of-mouth preferences in nonhuman primates that

have been conducted so far do not suggest that mouth use is more strongly lateralized

than hand use. Lateralization of mouth use in chewing has been examined in only two

prosimian species (Hapalemur griseus, Stafford et al. 1993; Lemur catta, Bennett et al.

1995) and in common marmosets (Hook-Costigan and Rogers, 1995). Mouthedness for

chewing was not found for either the prosimian species or for the marmosets, although

there was evidence that individuals were lateralized in the three species (Stafford et al.

1993; Bennett et al. 1995; Hook-Costigan and. Rogers, 1995). Side-of-mouth

preferences in chewing were related to the preferred hand in feeding in the gentle

lemurs and in the marmosets, but there was no evidence that side-of-mouth preferences

were more strongly lateralized than hand preferences measured during feeding in either

species (Stafford et al. 1993; Hook-Costigan and Rogers, 1995). In contrast to these

findings, it was suggested that in the ring-tailed lemur side-of-mouth preferences in

feeding might not be related to the preferred hand (Bennett et al. 1995). As for the

gentle lemurs and the marmosets, however, there was no evidence to suggest that side-
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of-mouth preferences for chewing in the ring-tailed lemurs were more strongly

lateralized than hand preferences for holding the food (Bennett et al. 1995).

As the mouth is an -important foraging "tool" in common marmosets

(Rosenberger, 1978; Rylands and de Faria, 1993), it is proposed that this species would

be ideal for comparisons between hand and mouth use. It was proposed in Chapter 3

(p. 99), that the marmosets' use of the mouth when gouging trees for gum exudate

might have led to less evolutionary selection for handedness in this species. Tree

gouging generally involves lateral placement of the head against a branch, allowing the

individual to scrape the branch with the lower anterior teeth. Perhaps one side of the

mouth, possibly the stronger side, is generaly used for tree gouging and chewing in

marmosets (Hook-Costigan and Rogers, 1995). Thus, one of the aims of the

experiments reported in this chapter was to conduct a more detailed examination of the

hypothesis of Peters (1988b) by investig iting side-of-mouth preferences during

chewing in a larger group of marmosets.

Comparisons were also made between the direction and strength of lateral

preferences for visuospatial reaching, for chewing and for simple food holding.

Relationships between these three types of motor function have been examined

previously in a small subgroup of eight marmosets (Hook-Costigan and Rogers, 1995).

Analyses with these subjects revealed a pos: tive correlation between hand preferences

for simple food holding and side-of-mouth preferences, and a negative correlation

between hand preferences for visuospatial reaching and the same side-of-mouth

preferences. On the basis of these results, it was proposed that marmosets may have a

division of function between the cerebral hemispheres, with one hemisphere controlling

hand use for feeding and processing input from the preferred side of the mouth during

chewing, while the other controls visuospatial reaching (Hook-Costigan and Rogers,

1995). Because of the small sample size in the earlier study, the experiments reported

in this chapter were conducted to further investigate this hypothesized relationship

between the hemispheres.
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This chapter is divided into two parts. The experiments that examined hand

preferences for visuospatial reaching are presented in the first section and the

experiments on side-of-mouth preferences in chewing are reported in the second

section.

PART 1: TESTS OF V1SU ►SPATIAL REACHING

4.2 METHODS

4.2.1 The Distribution of Hand Preferences on the Visuospatial Reaching Tasks

The distribution of hand preferences for visuospatial reaching was determined

on four tasks requiring different levels of visual guidance and postural control.. The

tasks used to measure preferences for visuo5patial reaching are described below. On

each task, 100-120 scores were collected for each individual. The significance of the

preference score for each individual was detemined using a z score test. Details on the

nonparametric statistical tests used to analyze the data are presented in Chapter 2 (pp.

62-64). Each test of visuospatial reaching was conducted over a minimum period of 8

days.

Simple visuospatial reaching task (Bowl)

Transparent perspex lids (13.5cm diameter and 2cm thick) were placed over the

food bowls. Each lid contained three hand holes (2cm diameter), positioned equidistant

from one another and 2cm from the edge of the bowl. The subjects were required to

reach through the holes with one hand to obtain food (Figure 4.1). This action required

assessment of the spatial restrictions of the hand holes while reaching and the subjects

also visually assessed the positions of preferred foods (i.e. they looked for banana,

cherries and avoided other pieces of fruit). Only the hand used to reach through the

holes in the perspex lid was scored and not the hand in which the subject took the piece

of food to the mouth. Usually, the same hand was used for both acts, but occasionally

the marmosets reached into the bowl with one hand and then swapped hands for simple

food holding. Whether the subjects retrieved food from the bowl when reaching

through the holes was also recorded to determine if there was a significant difference in

retrieval ability between the two hands. Hand preferences were then separately
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Figure 4.1 Simple visuospatial reaching task. This photograph shows a subject reaching through the
holes in the lid covering the bowl. The subjects visually assessed the restrictions of the hand holes whilst
reaching.

assessed for successful (retrieved food) and unsuccessful (did not retrieve food)

reaches. This test was conducted when the subjects were 14 months of age. The hand

preferences of the total 21 marmosets were examined (13 females, 8 males).

Visuospatial reaching task placing postural demands on the subjects (Plate)

This task examined the effects of increased postural demands and arm extension

on hand preferences for visuospatial reaching (Figure 4.2). Subjects were required to

hang on the wire with one hand and two feet while reaching through a hole (2.5cm

diameter) in the wire mesh wall of the cage to obtain food from a plate. The plate was

held approximately 5cm away from the wire wall of the cage. The food reward (a small

piece of banana that could be grasped easily with one hand) was placed directly in front
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Figure 4.2 Visuospatial reaching task with increased postural demands. Subjects were required to
reach through the holes in the wire mesh to retrieve food from the plate while maintaining a suspended
posture. Scores were taken only when subjects carried the food back through the wire to the mouth.

of the hole to prevent any bias for use of either of the subject's hands. The hole was

positioned in the middle of the cage wall so that there was no obstruction for use of

either hand. Hand use was scored for each piece of food retrieved and taken back

through the hole to the mouth. Nineteen marmosets (13 females, 6 males) were tested.

Subjects were tested individually to prevent interference from other subjects biasing

performance. The marmosets were 16 months old at the time of this test.

Increased visuospatial demand (String)

This task was designed to increase the visuospatial demands of the previous test

while maintaining the postural requirements. Subjects were required to maintain the

suspended posture described above whilst reaching through the hole in the wire mesh to

grasp a swinging piece of string (Figure 4.3).. The string was hung approximately 3 cm

from the wire mesh of the cage. A piece of banana was hooked onto the end of the

string. Use of the hand was recorded when the subjects caught the string. Scoring did
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Figure 4.3 Increased visuospatial demands when reaching from a suspended posture. On this task
the subject is required to grasp a swinging piece of string, as seen in the photograph. The hand used to
grasp the string was recorded. Scoring did not depend on whether the subjects obtained the food in this
task.

not depend on whether the marmosets obtained the food reward, as it sometimes fell off

the hook before it could be eaten.

Seventeen subjects (12 females, 5 males) were tested on this task. Two subjects

tested on the previous task still would not participate in testing after a week of

encouragement (Chapter 2, p. 59). They were not tested as arousal during performance

on the task may have biased results. Subjects were tested individually at approximately

17 months of age.
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Visuospatial reaching for food on a rotating disc (Rotating disc)

The subjects were presented with a small piece of banana, which could be

grasped easily with one hand, placed on a rotating disc (26cm diameter). The disc was

positioned outside the testing cage (Chapter 2, p. 59). The subjects had to take the food

from the disc as it rotated at 3.5 revolutions/minute for one test and 7

revolutions/minute in a second test. The disc was rotated in a clockwise and

counterclockwise direction alternately for each testing session, thus balancing for any

effects of direction of rotation on hand choice. No postural demands were placed on

the subjects in this testing situation and all reaches were made from a tripedal position

(Figure 4.4). Use of the left or right hand was scored when the subjects retrieved the

banana from the disc and took it to the mouth. No score was taken if the subjects

dropped the reward, although this was rarely observed.

Figure 4.4 Visuospatial reaching for food on a rotating disc. As can be seen in the photograph, the
subjects were placed into a smaller testing cage for performance of this task. The wire mesh on this cage
was larger (25mm x 25mm) allowing the marmosets to reach out of the cage easily. Subjects were
required to take the food from the rotating disc whilst maintaining a tripedal posture.
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The subjects were removed from their home cage and placed into the testing

cage for this experiment, but they were not tested if they appeared to be aroused. The

17 subjects tested on the previous task participated in this experiment and although

most subjects were tested individually, four subjects had to be tested in pairs (Chapter

2, p. 59). The marmosets were approximately 18 months of age when this test began.

4.2.2 Testing for Effects of Task Demands on Visuospatial Reaching Preferences

To determine whether practice influenced hand preferences on the visuospatial

reaching tasks„ comparisons were made betty een the percentage left-hand use and the

strength of preferences displayed in the first and second 50 incidences of reaching on

each test. The direction and strength of preferences for successful and unsuccessful

reaches in the first and second 50 scores of the simple visuospatial reaching task (bowl

task) were also compared. Comparison was also made between the percentage of total

reaches that were successful in each half of th bowl test.

The percentage left-hand use and the strength of preferences displayed on each

of the 4 tests of visuospatial reaching were compared to investigate whether the postural

or visual demands of the tasks influenced hand preferences.

4.2.3 Influence of Gender, Family Group and Early Experience on Hand
Preferences

To investigate the effects of gender ol visuospatial reaching, comparisons were

made between the percentage left-hand use and the strength of preferences displayed by

female and male subjects on each task. The influences of early experience and rearing

conditions on preferences for visuospatial reaching were also examined. The direction

and strength of preferences displayed by offspring in each of the Family Groups

(Chapter 2, p. 47) and by subjects in the two Experience Groups were compared

(Chapter 2, pp. 47-48). In addition, to examine the effect of gender, family group and

experience on performance on the bowl task the percentage of successful reaches

displayed by subjects in the different groups were compared.
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4.2.4 Comparisons between Visuospatial Reaching Preferences and Hand
Preferences for Simple Food Holding

Hand preferences for visuospatial reaching and hand preferences for simple food

holding were compared to examine whether use of novel tasks with increased

visuospatial and/or postural demands influenced percentage left-hand use. The data

were clustered bimodally for some of the comparisons between the two types of hand

preference. Therefore, paired comparisons with Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used

to examine the relationship between hand preferences for reaching and for simple food

holding initially. Subjects were categorized into left and right-hand preferent groups

for these paired comparisons according to 1 he hand preferences they displayed for

simple food holding. Hand preferences for simple food holding were used to divide the

group as this allowed the same subjects to be grouped together for most of the paired

comparisons. Preferences found on the separate visuospatial reaching tasks were

compared with those displayed for simple food holding at approximately the same age.

On the bowl task, the group was divided according to hand preferences displayed for

simple food holding at 14 months and on the other visuospatial reaching tasks the group

was divided according to preferences dispEayed for simple food holding at 15-18

months. Spearman rank correlation tests were also conducted when the data were not

clustered. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used to compare the strength of hand

preferences displayed for simple food holding and those displayed on the visuospatial

reaching tasks.

4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 The Distribution of Hand Preferences on the Visuospatial Reaching Tasks

Simple visuospatial reaching task (Bowl)

The data found on this test of visuospatial reaching is plotted for individual

subjects in Figure 4.5. Of the 21 subjects tested, 11 displayed significant left-hand

preferences for total reaches through the holes in the lid of the bowl, 6 subjects

preferred to use the right hand and 4 were ambipreferent (Figure 4.5a; Appendix A,

Tables C and D). The percentage of total reaches that were successful or unsuccessful
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Figure 4.5 Individuals' hand preferences on the simple visuospatial reaching task. Subjects are
presented on the x axis and percentage left-hand preference is shown on the y axis. The white circles
(0) indicate a significant hand preference, and the black ) circles represent ambipreference. Each
subject's hand preference on the simple visuospatial reaching task are presented. Percentage left-hand
preferences calculated for the total number of reaches into the bowl are shown in Figure 4.5a. Figure
4.5b shows the subjects' hand preferences calculated from successful reaches only, and hand preferences
calculated using unsuccessful reaches only are displayed in Figure 4.5c.
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are presented for each subject in Table 4.1. Although, success of performance did not

influence the distribution of hand preferences at the group level, more subjects

displayed significant hand preferences for suc,-:essful compared to unsuccessful reaches

on this task (Figure 4.5b). When the subjects were successful at retrieving food through

the holes, 11 subjects displayed significant preferences for the left hand, 7 preferred the

right hand and 3 were ambipreferent. Only 11 subjects displayed significant hand

Table 4.1 The percentage of total reaches that were successful versus unsuccessful
on the bowl task

Subject N % Successful % Unsuccessful

Light Blue 104 53 47

Gold 114 82 18

Red 101 60 40

Blue 107 55 45

Black 100 68 32

Silver 100 46 54

Sage 100 58 42

Coco 100 42 58

Maylin 102 39 61

Sunga 100 42 58

Snap 100 38 62

Crackle 100 21 79
Pop 100 19 81

Crassus 107 53 47

Pompey 104 55 45

Ash 100 51 49

Wattle 100 46 54

Zhen 101 39 61

Xing 100 22 78

Delta 100 21 79

Omega 100 33 67
N= the total number of reaches scored on the bowl task. % successful and % unsuccessful show
the relative percentages of total reaches in which subjects retrieved or did not retrieve food from
the bowl (see text). Bolded percentages indicate that the subjects displayed a significant hand
preference when successful and unsuccessful scores were analyzed separately.
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preferences for unsuccessful reaches: 7 subjects displayed left-hand preferences, 4

right-hand preferences and 10 subjects did not display a significant preference for either

hand (Figure 4.5c).

The distribution of hand preferences cn the various visuospatial reaching tasks

is also summarized in Figure 4.6 (Appendix A, Tables C and D). As can be seen this

figure, hand preferences on the bowl task were symmetrically distributed (x 2(2). 3.71,

p>0.10). There was also no evidence of a group bias for reaching on the bowl task

when successful and unsuccessful reaches were compared separately (x 2(2), p>0.10 in

both comparisons).

Visuospatial reaching task placing postural demands on the subjects (Plate)

The data were bimodally distribute d when subjects had to reach from a

suspended posture for food on a plate and to grasp a swinging piece of string (Figure

4.6). When taking food from the plate, 10 subjects were left-hand preferent, 8 were

right-hand preferent and one subject did not display a significant preference for either

hand (Figure 4.7). The numbers of subjects were not evenly distributed across the three

categories of preference (x2(2)= 7.05, p<0.05). Both the number of left- and right-hand

preferent subjects significantly outnumbered the ambipreferent category (left versus

ambipreferent, x2(1)= 7.36, p<0.05, right versus ambipreferent, binomial, p= 0.04).

There was no difference between the number of left and right-hand preferent subjects

(x2(1)= 0.22, p>0.50).

Increased visu:ospatial demand (String)

Similarly, when grasping the string the distribution of preferences in the group

was significantly different from chance (x 2(2)= 7.18, p<0.05; Figure 4.6). However,

there was no evidence of left or right handedness on this task. Instead, the number of

left-hand preferent (n=10) subjects significantly outnumbered the single ambipreferent

subject (x 2(1)= 7.36, p<0.05; Figure 4.8). There was no significant difference between

the number of left (n=10) and right-hand preferent (n=6) subjects (x 2(1)= 1, p>0.70;

Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.6 The distribution of hand preferences for visuospatial reaching. The percentage left-hand
use for each individual (0) on each of the visuospatial reaching tasks is plotted. Note that in this graph
the tasks used to measure visuospatial preferences are presented on the y axis. The white circles (0 )
indicate that scores were significant at 1)5.0.05, and the black ( • ) circles represent nonsignificant scores.
Significance was tested using the z-score test. Akio, note that the x axis has been reversed so that
subjects with a left-hand bias are on the reader's left and those with a right-hand bias are on the right side
of the graph.
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Figure 4.7 Individuals' hand preferences when reaching from a suspended posture for a stationary
object. This graph shows each subject's hand preference when reaching from a suspended posture for
food on the plate Subjects (n= 19) are presented on the x axis and percentage left-hand preference is
shown on the y axis. The white circles (0) indicate a significant hand preference, and the black ( • )
circles represent ambipreference. This data is also summarized in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.8 Individuals' hand preferences when reaching from a suspended posture for a moving
object. The subjects' (n=17) hand preferences when reaching from a suspended posture to grasp the
swinging string are presented. Subjects are presented on the x axis and percentage left-hand preference is
shown on the y axis. The white circles (0) indicate a significant hand preference, and the black (• )
circles represent ambipreference. These data are also summarized in Figure 4.6. Note the strong bimodal
distribution of hand preferences. Only one subject (B lack) was ambipreferent on this task.
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Visuospatial reaching for food on a rotating dsc (Rotating disc)

There was also no group bias on either of the rotating disc tasks (3.5 rev./ min.,

x2(2). 5.76, p>0.05, 7 rev./ min., x2(2)= 3.65, p>0.10, Figure 4.6). When the disc was

rotated at a speed of 3.5 revolutions per minute, 10 subjects displayed left-hand

preferences, 5 right-hand preferences and 2 subjects were ambipreferent (Figure 4.9a).
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Figure 4.9 Individuals' hand preferences when reaching for food on a rotating disc. This graph
shows the hand preference of each subject when reaching from a tripedal posture to take food from the
rotating disc. The disc was rotated a two speeds: 3.5 revolutions/ minute (Figure 4.9a) and 7 revolutions/
minute (Figure 4.9b). Subjects (n=17) are presented on the x axis and percentage left-hand preference is
shown on the y axis. The white circles (0) indicate a significant hand preference, and the black (• )
circles represent ambipreference. Note that Sage changed the direction of her hand preference
significantly when the speed of disc rotation increase(..

0
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With increasing speed of disc rotation, 8 subjects displayed left-hand preferences, 7

right-hand preferences and 2 were ambipreferent (Figure 4.9b). Only one subject

(Sage) changed the direction of her hand preference significantly between these tests

(Figure 4.9), she changed from a left to a right-hand preference.

4.3.2 Testing for Effects of Task Demands; on Hand Preferences for Visuospatial
Reaching

The effects of practice on hand preferences for visuospatial reaching

As can be seen in Figure 4.10a, practice did not affect percentage left-hand use

on any of the visuospatial reaching tasks. The percentage left-hand use displayed in the

first and second 50 scores of each of the tests were compared and no significant

differences were found (Wilcoxon tests, p>0.39 in all comparisons; Figure 4.10a).

Comparison between the percentage left-hand use for successful and unsuccessful

reaches in the first and second 50 scores of the bowl test also revealed no effects of

practice (Wilcoxon tests; successful, T += 8, p= 0.18; unsuccessful, T- 1- = 12, p= 0.72;

Figure 4.10a) and there was no difference between the percentage of successful reaches

in the first compared with the second 50 scores of this test (Wilcoxon, T 4-= 9, p= 0.37).

The influence of practice on the strength of preferences is shown in Figure

4.10b. As shown in this figure, an increase in the strength of preference with practice

was revealed when comparison was made between preferences in the first and second

50 scores on the bowl task (Wilcoxon, T- 1-= 8, p= 0.04; Figure 4.10b). There was also a

significant effect of practice on the strength of preferences displayed when grasping the

string (Wilcoxon, T+ = 0, p= 0.004). However, if this represents learning on the tasks, it

is a minor effect as the mean strength of preference changes by only 5% in the bowl

task and only 2% on the string task (Figure 4.10b). Also, on the bowl task, there were

no significant differences between the strength of preferences for successful and

unsuccessful reaches in the first 50 and second 50 scores of each test (Wilcoxon tests,

p>0.50 in both comparisons). There was a tendency for subjects to display stronger

preferences in the latter 50 scores of the plaie test, but it was not significant (Wilcoxon,

1N-= 2, p= 0.07; Figure 4.10b). No significant differences were found between the
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a. Percentage left-hand use

Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Plate	 String Rotating disc Rotating disc
total	 successful unsuccessful

	
(3.5 rev./min.) (7 rev./min.)

b.Strength of preference

Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Plate	 String Rotating disc Rotating disc
total	 successful unsuccessful 	 (3.5 rev./min.) (7 rev./min )

VisuospatiEl reaching task

Figure 4.110 Comparison between the hand preferences in the first and last 50 incidences of
visuospatial hand use. Figure 4.10a shows the mean percentage left-hand use (±SEM) displayed in the
first 50 compared to the second 50 scores of each visuospatial reaching test. Figure 4.10b compares the
strength of hand preferences in the first and second 50 scores,. In both Figure 4.10a and 4.10b the tests
used to measure hand preferences for visuospatial reaching are presented on the x axis. The white
columns (0) represent the first 50 scores of hand use on each test and the black columns (■ ) represent
hand use in the last 50 scores of each test. Asterisks indicate that there was a significant difference
between the strength of preference in the first and second 50 scores of the test. *p� 0.05, **p� 0.01.
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strength of preferences displayed in the first 50 and second 50 scores of the rotating

disc tests (Wilcoxon tests, p>0.10 in both comparisons). It should be noted that the

strength of preferences was greater in the last :50 scores for all but one task, even though

slightly and not always significantly.

Effects of increased postural and visual demands on hand preferences for visuospatial
reaching

There was no significant change in )ercentage left-hand use across the five

separate tests of visuospatial reaching (Friedman, Fr= 2.20, p= 0.70). However, the

strength of preferences displayed was significantly different between tasks (Friedman,

Fi= 22.56, p= 0.0002; Figure 4.11). The mean (±SEM) strength of preferences

displayed on the various tests of visuospatial r3aching are shown in Figure 4.11. As can

be seen in Figure 4.11, in most cases the subjects displayed significantly stronger

preferences when reaching from a suspended posture for food on the plate or to grasp

the string compared to reaching from a tripedal posture for food in the bowl or on the

rotating disc. Paired Wilcoxon signed rank tests revealed that hand preferences

displayed when reaching from the suspended posture to grasp the piece of string were

significantly stronger than those displayed on any other visuospatial reaching test

(Wilcoxon tests; string versus bowl, T += 16, p= C).001; string versus plate, T+= 11,

p=0.02; string versus disc (3.5 rev./min.), T += 14, p= 0.01; string versus disc (7

rev./min.), T+= 12, p= 0.02; Figure 4.11). Subjects also displayed significantly stronger

preferences when reaching from a suspended posture for food on a plate than when

reaching from a tripedal posture for food in the bowl (Wilcoxon, T += 15, p= 0.01;

Figure 4.11). No differences were found between the strength of preferences displayed

when subjects reached for the food on the plate, maintaining a suspended posture,

compared to reaching for food on the rotating disc from a tripedal posture (Wilcoxon

tests, p>0.19 in both comparisons; Figure 4.11). There were also no differences

between the strength of preferences displayed when subjects reached from tripedal

postures for food in the bowl and for food on the rotating disc (Wilcoxon tests, p>0.16

in both comparisons; Figure 4.11). No differences between percentage left-hand use or

the strength of preferences displayed were bund between the two rotating disc tests

(Wilcoxon tests, percent left, T += 8, p= 0.62, and strength, T+= 8, p= 0.81).

There was a slight, but significant, inc rease in percentage left-hand use when the

disc rotated at a speed of 3.5 rotations per minute in the clockwise compared to the
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Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Plate	 String Rotating disc Rotating disc
total	 successful unsuccessful

	
(3.5 rev./min.) (7 rev./rnin.)

Visuospatial reaching task

Figure 4.11 Comparison between the strength of hand preferences on the 4 tests of visuospatial
hand use. The tests used to measure hand preferences for visuospatial reaching are presented on the x
axis and the strength of preference is shown on the y axis. The symbol (a) indicates that the strength of
preferences displayed on the string task was signifier ntly greater than that found on any other test, p �
0.02 in all cases. The asterisks indicate that there was a significant difference between the strength of
preferences displayed on the two tasks. **p< 0.01. These data are the same as those in Figure 4.7 but
based on all scores together.

anticlockwise direction (Wilcoxon, T+= 9, p= 0.03). As visual input first entering the

right visual field (clockwise rotation) would be processed faster in the left hemisphere,

which controls the right hand, the interaction between the direction of disc rotation and

percentage left-hand use would not be indicative of an effect of visual field

asymmetries on hand preference. Instead, tLe subjects may have moved to the side of

the cage in which the reward was entering aid tended to use the hand the was furthest

from the cage wall, and not restricted, to reach for the reward. There was no difference

between percentage left-hand use when ihe disc was rotated in a clockwise or

anticlockwise direction at the faster speed (Wilcoxon, T+= 8, p= 0.11). The increased

speed of disc rotation may have forced subjects to use their preferred hand to

successfully acquire the reward, and may hive reduced a subject's tendency to move

toward the reward and one side of the testing cage.

Performance influenced the strengtL of hand preferences (Figure 4.11). The
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subjects displayed significantly stronger lateralization for successful reaches on the

bowl task compared with unsuccessful reaches (Wilcoxon, T += 15, p= 0.002). There

was no correlation between percentage left-hand use or the strength of preferences for

retrieving food from the bowl and the percentage of successful reaches displayed

(Spearman rank; percent left, rs= 0.20, p= 0.3( and strength, rs= 0.07, p= 0.76).

4.3.3 Influence of Gender, Family Group and Early Experience on Hand
Preferences

Gender did not influence the percentage left-hand preference displayed on any

of the visuospatial reaching tasks (Mann Whitney U; bowl, U= 43.5, p= 0.54; plate, U=

38.4, p= 0.96; string, U= 18.5, p= 0.21; disc (3.5 revImin), U= 28, p= 0.83; disc (7

rev./min), U= 26.5, p= 0.71). Nor was there E n effect of gender on the strength of hand

preferences on any of the tasks (Mann Whitney U, p>0.21 in all comparisons; Figure

4.12). There was no effect of gender on the success of performance in the bowl task:

both female and male subjects displayed similar percentages of reaches that were

successful at retrieving food from the bowl (Mann Whitney U, U= 36.5, p= 0.26).

Bowl- 	 Bowl-	 Bowl- 	 Plate
	

String Rotating disc Rotating disc
total	 successful unsuccessful

	
(3.5 rev./min.)(7 rev./min.)

Visuospatial reaching task

Figure 4.12 Strength of preferences displayed by female and male subjects. The mean strength of
preferences (± SEM) displayed by female ( q ) and male (111 ) subjects on each of the visuospatial
reaching tasks is shown. There was no effect of gender on the strength of hand preferences displayed on
any of the tests.
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No effects of family group membership on percentage left-hand use or strength

of preferences were found. There were no differences between hand preferences

displayed by offspring in the three family groups when reaching for food in the bowl or

for food on the plate held outside the cage (Kruskal Wallis; percent left, bowl, KW=

1.74, p= 0.42 and plate, KW= 0.56, p=0.76; strength, bowl = 0.31, p=0.85 and plate,

KW= 0.87, p=0.64; Figure 4.13). There was also no influence of family group on the

percentage of successful, versus unsuccessful, reaches in the bowl task (Kruskal Wallis,

KW= 4.02, p= 0.13). The percentage left-hand use and the strength of preferences

displayed by subjects in the Family Groups 1 and 2 were not significantly different

when reaching for the string and for food on a rotating disc (Mann Whitney U; percent

left, p>0.68 in all comparisons; strength, p>0.34 in all comparisons; Figure 4.13).

Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Bowl-	 Plate
	

String Rotating disc Rotating disc
total	 successful unsuccessful

	
(3.5 rev./min.)(7 rev /min.)

Visuosratial reaching task

Figure 4.13 Strength of hand preferences displayed by the offspring in the different Family
Groups. The mean strength of hand preference (±SEM) displayed by the offspring of Family Group 1
(q ), Family Group 2 ( • ) and Family Group 3 (51 ) presented on the y axis. There was no significant
effect of family group membership on the strength of preferences displayed in any of the visuospatial
reaching tasks (x axis).



Early experience did not affect percentage left-hand use on any of the

visuospatial reaching tasks (Mann Whitney U, p>0.21 in all comparisons). However,

there was a tendency for subjects in Experience Group 1 (founding marmosets) to

display weaker preferences than those displayed by subjects in Experience Group 2

(offspring) when reaching from the suspended posture for food on the plate (Mann

Whitney U, U= 17.50, p= 0.06; Figure 4.1 '.a), although it was not significant. No

differences were found between the strength of hand preferences displayed by subjects

in the two Experience Groups on the other tests of visuospatial reaching (Mann

Whitney U, p>0.12 in all comparisons). There was a significant difference, however,

between Experience Groups in the percentage of reaches in which food was

successfully retrieved from the bowl. As shown in Figure 4.14b, subjects in Experience

Group 1 displayed significantly more successful reaches than subjects in Experience

a. Strength of Preference 	 b. % of successful reaches
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Figure 4.14 Effects of early experience on hand preferences for visuospatial reaching. The mean
strength of preference (±SEM) displayed by subject. in Experience Groups 1 and 2 on the plate task is
presented in Figure 4.14a. The difference between the strength of preferences displayed by subjects in
the two groups approached significance. The mean percentage of total reaches (± SEM) that were
successful (retrieving food) on the bowl task is shown for the two Experience Groups in Figure 4.14b.
Subjects in Experience Group 1 displayed significantly more successful reaches than subjects in
Experience Group 2 (**p<0.01).
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Group 2 on this task (Mann Whitney U, 8.50, p=. 0.004). There was no difference

in the strength of lateralization displayed t y subjects in Experience Group 1 and

Experience Group 2 for the successful reaching condition (Mann Whitney U, U= 32.50,

p= 0.33).

4.3.4 Comparisons between Hand Preferences for Visuospatial Reaching and
Hand Preferences for Simple Food Holding

Comparisons between hand preferences for simple food holding at 14 months

and hand preferences on the bowl task are presented in Figures 4.15a-c. The separate

graphs show comparisons between preferences on the two tasks for subjects that were

left, right and ambipreferent for simple food holding at 14 months. The four

ambipreferent subjects were founding marmo,iets in the colony (Chapter 3). As can be

seen in Figure 4.15a, left-hand preferent subjects displayed a significant decrease in

percentage left-hand use when reaching into the bowl compared with simple food

holding (Wilcoxon, T-4-= 1, p= 0.02). Moreover, right-hand preferent subjects displayed

a significant increase in left-hand use for reaching into the bowl (Wilcoxon, T 4-= 7, p=

0.03; Figure 4.15b). As shown in Figure 4.15c, there was no consistent change in

percentage left-hand use across the two tasks i n the ambipreferent group.

There were no differences between the percentage left-hand use displayed for

simple food holding at 15-18 months and the percentage left-hand use when reaching

from a suspended posture for food on the plate or for the swinging string in either the

left or right-hand preferent subgroups (Wilcoxon tests, p>0.05 in all comparisons).

There was also no consistent change in percentage left-hand use on either of the

rotating disc tasks compared to percentage let-hand use for simple food holding at 15-

18 months (Wilcoxon tests, p>0.05 in all comparisons).

Spearman rank correlations were used to further examine the relationships

between hand preferences for visuospatial reaching and hand preferences for simple

food holding. There was no correlation between the percentage left-hand use displayed

when reaching into the bowl and percentage left-hand use for simple food holding at 14
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a. Left

c. A mbipreferent

Hold Food
	

Bowl

Figure 4.15 Comparison between % left -hand use for reaching into the bowl and for simple food
holding. Each individual is represented by a line and two symbols. The two tasks are presented on the x
axis and % left hand use is shown on the y axis. There was a tendency for subjects that were left-hand
preferent ( 0 ) for simple food holding at 14 months i.o show increased right-hand use on the bowl task
(Figure 4.15a), whereas subjects with significant right-hand preferences (II ) for simple food holding
displayed a decrease in percentage right-hand use on the bowl task (Figure 4.15b). The preferences of
subjects that were ambipreferent (A)at 14 months aie shown in Figure 4.15c. They did not display a
consistent change in preference on the two tasks.
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months (Spearman rank, rs= 0.11, p= 0.64). There was also no relationship between

hand preferences for simple food holding at 15-18 months and hand preferences for

taking food from the rotating disc (Spearman rank, rs= 0.14, 0.39, p>0.12 for both

comparisons). The data for simple food holding at 15-18 months could not be

correlated with that found for reaching from a suspended posture for food on a plate or

for the string because the data were bimodally distributed for all three tasks.

Comparisons between percentage left-hand use for simple food holding and percentage

left-hand use on the two visuospatial reaching tasks resulted in 4 clusters of data. Two

clusters of subjects displayed opposite hand preferences on the visuospatial reaching

tasks compared with the simple food holding task, while the other two clusters of

subjects displayed the same hand preferences for both visuospatial reaching and simple

food holding.

Shifters and nonshifters on the visuospatial reaching tasks

It was possible that the subjects may have been processing the visuospatial

reaching tasks in different ways, two clusters of subjects according to the perceptual

demands and the other subjects according to the motor demands of the task (Hook-

Costigan and Rogers, 1995). Thus, following the procedure of Ward and Cantalupo

(1997), the subjects were divided into two groups. The first group comprised of 9

subjects that displayed opposite but significant hand preferences for simple food

holding at 15-18 months when compared to reaching from the suspended posture for

food on a plate (to be referred to as 'shifters'). The simple food holding and the plate

tasks were chosen to divide the group as they were considered representative of

foraging postures that are adopted in the natural environment (Stevenson and Rylands,

1988). The second group comprised 9 subjects that displayed the same hand

preferences on the two tasks ('nonshifters'). Only one subject, Blue, was not included in

either group as he was ambipreferent on the plate task. The subjects comprising the

shifter and nonshifter groups are listed in Table 4.2. There was no bias in the

distribution of female/male subjects, or of subjects from Experience Group 1/

Experience Group 2. Subjects that displayed left and right-hand preferences for simple
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Table 4.2 Description of shifter and nonshifter groups

Subject	 %L
Plate

%L
Simple
food hold

Gender Experience Family
Group	 Group

SHIFTER Red 38 69 F 1 2
Black 37 93 F 1 3
Silver 95 3 M 1 3
Sage 100 10 F 2 1
Sunga 9 86 F 2 1
Pop 2 99 F 2 1
Ash 98 8 F 2 2
Zhen 0 76 F 2 3
Xing 95 4 M 2 3

NONSHIFTER L. Blue 100 67 F 1 1

Gold 14 21 M 1 1
Coco 2 2 M 2 1
Maylin 92 97 F 2 1
Snap 82 92 F 2 1
Crackle 97 79 M 2 1
Crassus 71 79 F 2 2
Pompey 100 89 F 2 2
Wattle 0 18 F 2 2

%L= percentage left-hand use on the plate and simple food holding tasks respectively. F= female, M=
male. Descriptions of the 3 Family Groups and the 2 Experience groups are given in Chapter 2 (p. 47 and
p. 48, respectively).

food holding were also evenly distributed across the shifter and nonshifter groups

(Table 4.2). All of Family Group 3 were in the shifter group, but it was noted that this

variable did not influence either hand preferences for simple food holding (after 10-12

months of age; Chapter 3) or hand preferences for visuospatial reaching

To determine whether one group was processing the tasks according to the

perceptual demands, the hand preferences displayed by subjects in the two groups when

reaching for food from a suspended posture were compared to those displayed when

they retrieved food successfully from the bowl and those displayed when they did not

retrieve food from the bowl. There was a strong positive correlation in the shifter group
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when percentage left-hand preference for talc: ng food from the plate was compared to

percentage left-hand preference for retrieving food from the bowl (Spearman rank, rs=

0.87, p<0.005). There was also a positive correlation in the shifter group between

percentage left-hand use for reaching from the suspended posture and percentage left-

hand preferences when the subjects reached but did not retrieve food from the bowl but

this was not quite significant according to the stringent criterion of p �.0.01 (Spearman

rank, rs = 0.75, p= 0.03). Conversely, in the ncnshifter group, there was a tendency for a

positive correlation between percentage left- hand use when subjects reached from a

suspended posture and percentage left-hand use when they retrieved food from the

bowl, but it was not quite significant (Spearman rank, r s = 0.81, p= 0.02). There was a

strong correlation between percentage left-hand use when reaching from the suspended

posture and percentage left-hand use when reaching but not retrieving food from the

bowl (i.e. unsuccessful reaches) in the nonshifter group (Spearman rank, r s = 0.92,

p<0.002). Hand preferences on the string task could not be correlated with preferences

found for successful and unsuccessful reaches on the bowl task as the data were

clustered.

Comparison between the strength of the two types of hand preference

The strength of hand preferences displayed on each of the tests of visuospatial

reaching were compared with the strength of hand preferences found for simple food

holding. There were no differences in the strength of preferences displayed when

reaching into the bowl, reaching for food on the plate or when reaching for food on the

rotating disc compared to those found for simple food holding (Wilcoxon tests; bowl,

T+= 8, p= 0.18; plate, T += 9, p= 0.53; disc (3.5 rev./min), T += 6, p= 0.28; disc (7

rev./min) ;, T+= 8, p= 0.23). However, the subjects did display significantly stronger

hand preferences when reaching to grasp the string than those found for simple food

holding (Wilcoxon, T+= 14, p= 0.01).
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4.4 DISCUSSION

There was no evidence for a group bias toward left or right handedness on any

of the tasks used to measure visuospatial reaching. Thus, the results of this study do not

support those of Rothe (1973) who found right handedness in a group of 21 marmosets

tested on a number of visually guided reaching tasks. Despite this, however, the results

of the present study are consistent with results found for some other primate species

using similar testing paradigms (Finch, 1941; Lehman, 1989; King, 1995; Anderson et

al. 1996; Lask:a, 1996a; Lacreuse and Fragaszy, 1996). For example, King (1995)

tested tamarins, Saguinus oedipus, on tasks requiring them to reach for food from a

suspended posture and for food on a rotating disc (see Chapter 1, pp. 11-15), and found

no evidence of a group bias on either task. The bimodal distributions of hand

preferences found in these studies suggests that use of novel and more complex manual

tasks does not always elicit population level biases for hand use.

The effects of task complexity and practice on individual hand preferences

The increased motor and perceptual demands of the tasks affected the strength

of hand preferences in the present experiments. Anderson et al. (1996) suggested that

task complexity might influence the strength of preferences displayed by subjects, even

though complex tasks might not elicit population level biases for use of one hand.

Indeed, a number of studies have found that as task complexity increases there is an

increase in the strength of lateral preferences (e.g. Preilowski, 1983; Fagot et al. 1991;

Byrne and Byrne, 1991; Anderson et al. 1996). This hypothesis was also supported by

the results of the present study. When required to reach from a suspended posture to

grasp a swinging piece of string, the marmosets displayed stronger preferences than

they did on the other visuospatial reaching tasks. They also displayed significantly

stronger preferences on the string task than those found for simple food holding at

approximately the same age. The increased strength of preferences found on the string

task appeared to result from the combined influence of increased postural and

visuospatial demands. There were no differences between the strength of preferences

displayed on the bowl, plate and rotating disc tasks compared to simple food holding.
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It was shown in Chapter 3 that the subjects assumed tripedal postures for most

incidences of simple food holding. Therefore , simple food holding would not demand

as high levels of postural control as were required on the suspended plate task. In

addition, simple food holding should not demand as high levels of visual guidance as

the reaching tasks presented in this chapter. It cannot be said, however, that posture

alone does not influence hand preferences as there was a tendency for the marmosets to

display significantly stronger preferences when reaching for stationary objects from a

suspended compared to a tripedal posture. Note that this was not the case in the tests of

simple food holding. The strength of hand preferences for simple food holding did not

differ when subjects adopted a tripedal or suspended posture. It is possible that effects

of demanding postures on the strength of hand preferences are expressed on novel tests

only, and do not affect the strength of preferences after considerable practice of manual

tasks. Despite the increased motor and perceptual demands placed on the subjects in

these visuospatial reaching tests, it would appear that only the combination of postural

and visual demands in the string test was complex enough to increase the strength of

hand preferences substantially.

There were only minor effects of practice on the hand preferences displayed by

the marmosets. Practice did not influence percentage left-hand use on any of the

visuospatial reaching tasks and significant, but small (2-5%), increases in the strength

of hand preferences were found on the bowl and string tasks only. Other studies with

macaques have also found only minor increases in the strength of hand preferences with

practice (Warren, 1958; Lehman, 1978, 1980). Lehman (1978, 1980) noted that

significant hand preferences were present in macaques (Macaca mulatta, M.

fuscicularis) in early stages of testing and concluded that hand preferences did not

develop with practice. Similarly, the marmosets displayed significant hand preferences

in the first 50 scores of all of the visuospatial reaching tests used in the present study.

The strengthening of hand preferences found when the subjects reached into the bowl

and reached to grasp the string might reflect adjustment to the motor and perceptual

requirements of the tasks, but not the learning of a hand preference.
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As no difference was found when the strength of hand preferences in the first

and last 50 scores of the bowl test were compared for successful reaches only, it is

suggested that the increased strength of preferences on the bowl task was not simply

due to reinforcement of one hand and not the other. Moreover, it was shown that the

percentage of total reaches that were successful did not increase with practice, which

might indicate that this task retained its novelty over the total 100 scores. Yet, it

appears that the spatial demands of the bowl task, when subjects attended to these

demands (successful), increased the strength of hand preferences. The marmosets

displayed significantly stronger preferences for successful compared to unsuccessful

reaches. This result shows that increasing visuospatial demands only, does increase

task complexity and the strength of hand preferences. Thus, both spatial and postural

demands influence the strength of hand preferences, but their effects are not as large as

the combination of the two variables.

In the present study, there was no relationship between the strength of

preferences for successful reaches into the bowl and the percentage of total reaches that

were successful on the bowl task. Fragaszy and Mitchell (1990) have also investigated

the relationship between the strength of uninianual hand preferences and performance

on a task that required capuchins (Cetus apella) to reach through a small aperture and

open a hinged door by grasping and pulling wooden knobs of different shapes. They

found that the latency to open the door was significantly faster with the preferred

compared to the nonpreferred hand (Fragaszy and Mitchell, 1990), and the result was

not influenced by the shape of the knob. Fi agaszy and Mitchell (1990) hypothesized

that the strength of lateralization displayed by the capuchins on the task might be

negatively correlated with latency to perform the task. Although they did find such a

negative correlation between these two mew.ures, it was not significant. These results

suggest that more strongly lateralized subjeizts are not necessarily more competent at

performing manual tasks, or vice versa. It was also noted in the present study that

percentage left-hand use was not related to success of performance. These results

suggest that on the tasks used in the present study, at least, direction and strength of
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lateralization might not produce selective advantages for the performance of

visuomotor acts.

The influence of gender, family group and early experience

There were no significant effects of gender, family group membership or early

experience on the percentage left-hand pre ference or the strength of preferences

displayed by the subjects on any of the visuospatial reaching tests. There was a

tendency for subjects in Experience Group 2 to display stronger hand preferences on the

plate task than subjects in Experience Group 1, as they had on the tests of simple food

holding, but it was not significant.

The influences of gender, family group membership and early experience on the

success of performance on the bowl task were also investigated. Gender and family

group did not appear to affect performance, but early experience was found to

significantly influence the percentage of successful reaches displayed by the subjects.

The founding marmosets (Experience Group 1) were significantly more successful at

retrieving food from the bowl than their offspring (Experience Group 2). Yet, there

was no difference in the strength of lateralization displayed by the two groups on this

task. The better performance of subjects in Experience Group 1 suggests that they may

have been paying more attention to the visuospatial requirements of the task than the

subjects in Experience Group 2.

Four of the subjects in Experience Group 1 did not display significant hand

preferences for simple food holding until 15-18 months of age (Chapter 3), after the

completion of the bowl task. It is possible that because these four subjects had not

established hand preferences they were not as strongly influenced by the motor

components of the bowl task as the offspring subjects with pre-existing hand

preferences. In fact, the visuospatial requirements of the bowl task might have led to

the development of hand preferences for simple food holding in these four founding

marmosets. The four subjects displayed the same significant preferences for reaching

into the bowl as those found 4 months later for simple food holding (15-18 months). It
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should be noted that the other subjects displayed decreased use of their preferred hand

for simple food holding on the bowl task. The hand preferences of the four founding

marmosets for simple food holding may have been shaped by visuospatial reaching

experiences rather than other motor or cognitive demands during feeding, as argued in

Chapter 3 for Experience Group 2.

King (1995) proposed that the visuospatial reaching tasks that he used to test a

group of tamarins may have elicited 'stereotyped reaching' in 'restricted contexts',

resulting in a symmetrical U-shaped distribution of hand preferences.

Neurophysiological evidence does support this hypothesis. It has been shown that

squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) establish set movement patterns for reaching that

are encoded in the somatic sensorimotor cortex (Nudo et al. 1992). Moreover, even in

the absence of visual information these set movement patterns are used for reaching

toward a target (Savaki et al. 1993). Savaki et al. (1993) tested split brain macaques

with a severed optic chiasm when reaching with the arm contralateral to a 'blind' (not

receiving visual input) hemisphere. They found that the sensorimotor cortex in the

'blind' hemisphere was activated during visually guided reaching (Savaki et al. 1993).

These results suggest that set movement patterns encoded in the sensorimotor cortex

might play a large role in visually guided reaching. Set movement patterns for the

control of manual action may have influenced the performance of subjects in

Experience Group 2, leading to decreased success of performance on the bowl task,

with increased stereotyped reaching as proposed by King (1995).

Individual lateralization: A division of function between the hemispheres

Despite using tasks that demanded both postural control and visuospatial

processing these results do not support the hypothesis of MacNeilage et al. (1987).

MacNeilage et al. (1987) suggested that New World primates should display left

handedness on visuospatial reaching tasks with postural demands, as they would use the

right hand for postural support and the left hand for visually guided reaching. As the

postural demands placed on the subjects, in the present experiments would be
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characteristic of those used in natural foraging behaviours, when reaching for fruit from

a suspended or tripedal posture, the absence of handedness indicates that there must be

no selective advantage for hemispheric specialization for these types of manual

functions in marmosets.

Although the marmosets did not display handedness for visuospatial reaching,

however, there was some evidence indicative of a division of function between the

hemispheres for the control of simple food holding versus visuospatial reaching, as

proposed by Hook-Costigan and Rogers (1995). This division of function was present

at the individual level only. It was shown that subjects with left or right-hand

preferences for simple food holding at 14 months of age, displayed decreased use of

their preferred hand when reaching into the bowl. A division of function between the

hemispheres (and hands) would be of benefit in the performance of species-specific

foraging behaviours. Individual marmosets may use one hand to hold a branch while

reaching for a piece of fruit. However, this division of function between the

hemispheres (and hands) may develop with experience. Interactions between different

forms of manual control might lead to this division of function within individuals.

Thus, hand preferences for different manual activities might not be independent or

random in marmosets, despite the absence of handedness in this species. In the absence

of a selective advantage for one direction of lateralization it may be inconsequential

which hand an individual uses for simple food holding or visuospatial reaching, but a

division of function between the hands it ay be important in the coordination of

complex motor acts.

Nine of the subjects also displayed opposite hand preferences for visuospatial

reaching compared to simple food holding. Two subgroups of marmosets were found

and are referred to as shifters and nonshifters. Shifters displayed opposite hand

preferences for simple food holding compared to reaching from a suspended posture for

food on a plate, and nonshifters displayed tine same hand preference on both of these

tasks. On the basis of the significant correladons found between hand use and retrieval

performance in the two subgroups, it is argued that the shifters were processing the
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tasks primarily according to the visuospatial demands, while the nonshifters were

responding primarily to the motor demands. Significant positive correlations were

found between hand preferences on the plate task and preferences for successful

retrieval of food from the bowl in the shifter subgroup, and between hand preferences

on the plate task and preferences for unsuccessful reaches on the bowl task in the

nonshifter subgroup. However, caution is required in interpreting these results. There

was a tendency for correlation between preferences on the plate task and preferences for

unsuccessful reaches on the bowl task in th .! shifter subgroup and for a relationship

between percentage left-hand preferences on the plate task and percentage left-hand

preferences for successful reaches on the bowl task in the nonshifter subgroup. It is

likely that motor and perceptual demands influenced hand preferences in both

subgroups, although the subgroups differed in their dominant strategies for performing

the tasks.

It would appear that the motor and spatial components of the visuospatial

reaching tasks influenced the hand preferences of the subjects in the present study.

However, the results of these experiments dk not reveal any hemispheric specialization

for the control of visuospatial reaching in the marmosets. While these results could be

interpreted as evidence that marmosets do not have hemispheric specializations for

visuospatial processing, it is more likely tha .: these tests of visuomotor control did not

utilize hemispheric specializations for spatial processing. It is noted that specialization

of the right hemisphere for spatial processing has been found in a variety of nonprimate

and primate species. There is convincing evidence of right hemisphere dominance for

spatial processing in many species including chicks (Andrew, 1988; Vallortigara et al.

1988; Rashid and Andrew, 1989; Vallortigara and Andrew, 1994), rats (Bianki, 1988;

Cowell et al. 1997), cats (Fabre-Thorpe et al . 1993, Lorincz and Fabre-Thorpe, 1996),

nonhuman primates (Fagot et al. 1991; Vattclair and Fagot, 1993; King and Landau,

1993) and humans (e.g. Guiard et al. 1983; 11Vednt and Risberg, 1994). More complex

visuospatial reaching tasks might reveal hemispheric specializations for visuospatial

processing in marmosets.
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Overall, the results of this study suggest that the opposite hemispheres might

control hand preferences for simple food holding versus hand preferences for

visuospatial reaching, as proposed by Hook-Costigan and Rogers (1995). To further

investigate this division of function the marmosets' side-of-mouth preferences in

chewing were observed. According to Hook-Costigan and Rogers (1995), side-of-

mouth preferences in chewing should be lateralized in the same direction as simple food

holding in individual marmosets, and opposite to hand preferences for visuospatial

reaching.

PART 2: TESTS OF SIDE-OF-MOUTH PREFERENCE WHEN CHEWING

4.5 METHODS

4.5.1 The Distribution of Side-of-Mouth Preferences for Chewing

All of the marmosets (13 females, 8 males) participated in two tests of side-of-

mouth preferences when chewing and the distribution of preferences on each test was

determined. The nonparametric statistical procedures used to analyze the data are

described in Chapter 2 (pp. 62-64). The tests used to measure side-of-mouth

preferences are described below.

Side-of-mouth preferences for chewing when hand use was not required (Twig)

The side-of-mouth used when chewing was scored by presenting the subjects

with a twig (0.5cm diameter and 15cm long), held at one end by the experimenter. The

marmosets were required to chew the other end of the twig (Figure 4.16). They could

hold the twig but they were unable to manipulate it. Testing sessions were videotaped

and scores were collected using frame-by-frame analysis to determine the side of the

mouth being used to chew. The experimenter was positioned directly in front of the

subjects when video-taping the testing sessions. The experimenter randomized her

hand use for holding the twig. A score was tiken each time the subject began chewing

the twig with one side of the mouth. A second score was recorded when the subjects

ended the first chewing bout by removing the mouth from the end of the twig and then
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commenced chewing again, or if a subject 'switched' the side-of-mouth being used to

chew a score was taken for both the left and right side. The middle of the mouth was

used to strip fine pieces of bark from the twig, but this behaviour was not scored as

chewing. The marmosets did not chew the twig with the front of the mouth. The

subjects were required to adopt a suspended posture for this task. This test was

conducted when the marmosets were approximately 18 months of age.

As it was difficult to maintain the marmosets' interest in this task, for some

subjects the testing period needed to be extended. That is, instead of conducting this

Figure 4.16 Side-of-mouth preferences when hand use was not required. As can be seen in the
figure, subjects were required to chew the twig while maintaining a suspended posture. The side-of-
mouth used to chew was recorded each time the subject began chewing the twig. Subjects were not
required to use their hands on this task, and although they could hold the twig they could not manipulate
it.
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test over the 8-10 day period, as generally applied in other tests, this test extended over

a 20 day period allowing for 'resting' days in between testing to increase the marmosets

interest in the task. A minimum of 100 scores of lateral mouth use were collected for

each subject, with a minimum of 5 scores and a maximum of 15 scores being collected

per day.

Side-of:mouth preferences when hand use was required (Bar)

This experiment was designed to examine the relationship between hand and

mouth use asymmetries. At 19 months of age, the marmosets were presented with a

small piece of fruit nougat bar (lcm x 1 cm x 2cm). The subjects took the bar to the

mouth with one hand (Figure 4.17). The hand used to hold the bar and the side of the

mouth that the marmosets placed the bar into were scored. In this test, the marmosets

did use the front teeth (middle of the mouth) to chew the bar and this was scored also.

Figure 4.17 Side-of-mouth preferences when hand use was required. As shown in the figure, the
marmosets took the nougat bar to the mouth with one hand. The hand used to hold the bar and the side -
of-mouth that the subjects first placed the bar into were recorded.
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The subjects were tested individually in the testing cage or in the home cage (Chapter 2,

p. 59). Scores were collected using frame-by-frame analysis of the videotape

recordings. 'l'o minimize sugar intake, fewer scores were collected on this test: a

minimum of 50 scores for the left or right-sick: of the mouth (not counting scores for the

middle of the mouth) were collected over a 10 day period.

Individual biases for use of the left a- right-side of the mouth were determined

using z score tests. Hand preferences for holding the bar were also assessed. To

determine whether individuals preferred to use the sides or middle of the mouth in

chewing, comparison was made between thc number of times the marmosets chewed

with the middle of the mouth and the sides of the mouth.

4.5.2 Testing for Effects of Task Demands on Side-of-Mouth Preferences

Side-of-mouth preferences for chew- ng on the two tests were compared with

Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Comparisons were made between the percentage left side-

of-mouth use and the strength of preferences displayed on the two tasks.

4.5.3 Influence of Gender, Family Group and Early Experience on Side-of-
Mouth Preferences

The influences of gender, family group membership and early experience on

side-of-mouth. preferences were investigated in the same way as described previously

for the visuospatial reaching experiments (p. 115). Percentage left side-of-mouth use

and strength of preferences were compared between the different groups. The total 21

marmosets were used in these analyses.

4.5.4 Comparisons between Side-of-Mouth Preferences and Hand Preferences
for Simple Food Holding and for V:isuospatial Reaching

Spearman rank correlations were used to examine the relationships between

hand and sidle-of-mouth preferences prov ided the data were not clustered. The

relationships between hand preferences for visuospatial reaching and the side-of-mouth

preferences of the shifter subgroup were Also determined when the data were not
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clustered. As the data were clustered birn3dally in the nonshifter subgroup in all

comparisons, correlation coefficients could not be calculated. The shifter and

nonshifter subgroups comprised the same subjects listed in Table 4.2 (p. 133).

To test. Peters (1988b) hypothesis that there may be stronger lateralization of

side-of-mouth preferences compared with hand preferences in nonhuman primates, the

strength of hand preferences displayed for simple food holding and visuospatial

reaching were compared with the side-of-mouth preferences displayed on both tests of

chewing.

4.6 RESULTS

4.6.1 The Distribution of Side-of-Mouth Preferences for Chewing

Side-of-mouth preferences for chewing the twig are presented for each

individual in Figure 4.18. As shown in the figure, only 11 of the 21 marmosets

displayed significant preferences for chewing the twig: 6 subjects displayed significant
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Figure 4.18 Side-of-mouth preferences when hand use was not required. The percentage left side -
of-mouth preferences of each subject when chewing the twig is presented. Subjects are presented on the
x axis. The white circles (0) indicate a significant & de-of-mouth preference, and the black (II ) circles
represent ambipreference. On this task hand use was not required. Approximately half of the subjects
did not display a significant side-of-mouth preferences on this test.
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Figure 4.19 Distribution of side-of-mouth preferences on the two tests. The tests on which side-of
mouth preferences were measured are shown on the ) axis and percentage left-hand use is presented on
the y axis. The hand preferences of the subjects for holding the food bar are also presented. The (0 )
represent individual preferences. White symbols (0) indicate that the preference is significant (p� 0.05)
and the black symbols ( • ) denote nonsignificant preferences. It can be seen that each of the three
distributions differ. Approximately half of the subjects did not display a significant preference when
chewing the twig, there were equal numbers of left, right and ambipreferent subjects when chewing the
bar and the data for holding the bar was bimodally distributed. Note that the x axis is reversed as in
Figure 4.5.
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preferences for use of the left-side of the mouth and 5 preferred to chew with the right

side (Appendix A, Tables E and F). Thus, the distribution of side-of mouth preferences

on this test was not significantly different from chance (x 2 (2)= 2.00, p>0.30). The

distribution of side-of-mouth preferences for chewing the twig and the bar are

summarized in Figure 4.19.

On the tests of side-of-mouth preferences when hand use was required, 8

subjects displayed left side-of-mouth preferences, 7 subjects significantly preferred

chewing 'with the right side of the mouth ani 6 subjects did not display a preference

(Figure 4.20). Again, there was no group bia:; for chewing with the left or right-side of

the mouth on this test (x 2 (2)= 0.29, p>0.80). Of the 21 marmosets tested, 17 displayed

significant preferences for chewing the bar with the sides rather than the middle of the

mouth. The remaining 4 subjects did not display a preference for either the middle or

sides of the mouth during chewing (Appendix A, Table E). Three of the four subjects

that did not display a preference for either the middle or sides of the mouth displayed
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Figure 4.20 Side -of-mouth preferences when hand -mouth coordination was required. Each
subject's side-of-mouth preference when chewing the bar is presented. More subjects displayed side-of-
mouth preferences when hand-mouth coordination was required, compared to when hand use was not
required (Figure 4.18). The white circles (0) indicate a significant side-of-mouth preference, and the
black (II ) circles represent ambipreference.
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significant preferences when use of the left and right sides of the mouth were

compared: 2 preferred to chew with the right-side of the mouth and one with the left.

As can be seen in Figure 4.19, all of the subjects displayed significant hand

preferences for holding the bar. There was no significant difference between the

number of left-hand preferent subjects (n=11) and the number of right-hand preferent

subjects (n=10), instead the data were bimodally distributed (Chi squared, x2 (1)= 0.05,

p>0.80). The hand preferences for holding the food bar were compared with those

displayed for simple food holding at 15-18 months. As shown in Figure 4.21, two of

the subjects changed their hand preferences on the side-of-mouth test (Chapter 3).

These two subjects were part of the group of founding marmosets.
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Figure 4.21 Comparison between hand preferences for holding the bar and hand preferences for
simple food holding at 15-18 months. Most subjects displayed the same hand preferences on both tests
as shown by the clusters of data. However, two subjects that displayed significant left-hand preferences
for simple food holding at 15-18 months used the right hand to hold the bar on this test.
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4.6.2 Testing for Effects of Task Demands on Side-of-Mouth Preferences

A Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed no difference between the percentage left

side-of-mouth use on the two tests of chewing (Wilcoxon, T += 11, p= 0.84). Six

subjects displayed the same side-of-mouth preferences on both tests: 3 subjects

preferred to chew with the right-side of the mouth and 3 preferred the left. There was

no evidence of a relationship between the percentage left side-of-mouth preferences

displayed by subjects on the separate tests (Sr earman rank, r s = 0.20, p= 0.41).

The mean strength of side-of-mouth preferences (±SEM) displayed in the two

tests is shown in Figure 4.22. Side-of-mouth preferences when the subjects had to hold

the bar were significantly stronger than those found for chewing the twig (Wilcoxon,

T+= 2, p= 0.0007; Figure 4.22).

Twig
	 Bar

Figure 4.22 The strength of side-of-mouth preferences for chewing the twig and chewing the bar.
The mean strength of preferences (±SEM) displayed on the two tests of mouth use are presented. The
subjects displayed significantly stronger side-of-mouth preferences when chewing the bar compared to
chewing the twig (***p< 0.001).
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4.6.3 Influence of Gender, Family Group and Early Experience on Side-of-
Mouth Preferences

There was no difference between the percentage left side-of-mouth use

displayed by the female and male subjects on either test (Mann Whitney U; twig, U=

44, p= 0.56; bar, U= 36, p= 0.25). Females displayed significantly stronger preferences

than males when chewing the twig (Mann Whitney U, U= 22.5, p= 0.03; Figure 4.23a),

but not when chewing the bar (Mann Whitney U, U= 31, p= 0.13; Figure 4.23b),

although the same trend was apparent.

No significant differences were found between percentage left side-of-mouth

preference or the strength of preferences displayed by offspring belonging to the

a. Twig	 b. Bar

Figure 4.23 Comparison between the strength of preferences for chewing displayed by female and
male subjects. The mean strength of side-of-mouth preferences (±SEM) displayed by female (0 ) and
male (II ) subjects are presented in Figure 4.17a for the twig task and in Figure 4.17b for the bar task.
The mean strength of side-of-mouth preferences (±SIEM) is shown on the y axis. The female subjects
displayed significantly stronger side-of-mouth preferences than male subjects when chewing the twig
(*p<0.05). There was no significant difference between the strength of preferences displayed by female
and male subjects when chewing the bar.
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different Family Groups when subjects chewed the twig (Kruskal Wallis, percent left,

KW= 0.85, p=0.65 and strength, KW= 0.93,p= 0.63; Figure 4.24a) or the bar (Kruskal

Wallis, percent left, KW= 2.65, p=0.27 anal strength, KW= 1.44, p= 0.49; Figure

4.24b). There was also no difference between the percentage left side-of-mouth use

displayed by subjects in the two Experience Groups on either test (Mann Whitney U,

twig and bar, U= 43.50, p= 0.91 in both cases). However, as can be seen in Figure

4.25a, there was a significant difference between the two Experience Groups in the

strength of preferences displayed when chewing the twig. Subjects in Experience

Group 2 displayed significantly stronger side-A-mouth preferences for chewing the

a. Twig	 b. Bar

Family	 Family Family
	

Family	 Family Family
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

	
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Figure 4.24 Comparison between the strength of preferences for chewing displayed by offspring
from the three Family Groups. The mean strength cf side-of-mouth preferences (±SEM) displayed by
the offspring of Family Group 1 (0 ), Family Group 2 ( • ) and Family Group 3 (0) is presented on the
y axis. Figure 4.24a shows the mean strength of preferences displayed when chewing the twig. The
mean strength of side-of-mouth preferences for chewing the bar are shown in Figure 4.24b. There was
no significant effect of family group membership on the strength of side-of-mouth preferences displayed
on either of the tests of chewing.
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Figure 4.25 Comparison between the strength of preferences for chewing displayed by subjects in
the separate Experience Groups. The mean strength of side-of-mouth preferences (±SEM) displayed
by subjects in Experience Group 1 ) and Experience Group 2 ($ ) for chewing the twig is presented
in Figure 4.25a. Subjects in Experience Group 2 displayed stronger side-of-mouth preferences than
subjects in Experience Group 1 when chewing the twig ("p<0.01). As can be seen in Figure 4.25b,
there was no significant difference between the strength of preferences displayed by subjects in the two
subgroups when chewing the bar.

twig than subjects in Experience Group 1 (Mann Whitney U, U= 13.50, p= 0.01; Figure

4.25a). There was no difference between the two Experience Groups in the strength of

preference displayed when chewing the bar (Mann Whitney U, U= 45, p>0.99; Figure

4.25b).

4.6.4 Comparisons between Side-of-Mouth Preferences and Hand Preferences
for Simple Food Holding and for Visuospatial Reaching

Comparison between the direction of hand preferences and side-of-mouth preferences

The data were clustered bimodally when hand preferences for simple food

holding at 15-18 months and hand preferences for holding the bar were compared to
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side-of-mouth preferences on the separate' tests. Thus, correlations had to be

determined separately for the left and right-hand preferent subjects. There was no

correlation between percentage left-hand use for simple food holding and percentage

left side-of-mouth preferences for chewing the twig in either subgroup (Spearman rank;

left, rs = 0.31, p= 0.29; right, rs = 0.17, p= 0.66). There was also no correlation between

percentage left-hand use for holding the . )ar and percentage left side-of-mouth

preferences for chewing the bar in either subgroup (Spearman rank; left, r s = 0.05, p=

0.87; right, r s= 0.35, p= 0.30). However, as shown in Figure 4.26, 15 of the 21 subjects

preferred the same side for chewing the bar as for holding the bar, with the 6 remaining

subjects displaying no preference for either side of the mouth. Thus, significantly more

subjects preferred to chew the bar on the side-of-mouth that was ipsilateral to the hand
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Figure 4.26 Relationships between hand preferences for holding the food bar and side-of-mouth
preferences for chewing. The percentage left-hand use for holding the bar (x axis) and percentage left
side-of-mouth use for chewing the bar (y axis) were compared. The total 21 marmosets were included in
this analysis. There was a strong positive relationship between these two functions.
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they preferred for holding the bar (x 2 (1). 3.85, p= 0.05). This was not the case on the

twig test, in which 8 subjects preferred to chew with the side-of-mouth that was on the

same side of the body as the hand preferred for simple food holding, 3 subjects

preferred to chew with the side-of-mouth opposite to the preferred hand and 10 subjects

did not display side-of-mouth preferences fcr chewing despite displaying significant

hand preferences for simple food holding (x 2 i s l)= 1.19, p>0.20).

There was no correlation between side-of-mouth preferences measured for

chewing the twig and hand preferences for visuospatial reaching on the bowl or the

rotating disc tasks (Spearman rank; bowl, r s =. -0.17, p= 0.43; disc (3.5 rev./min.), rs=

0.07, p= 0.77; disc (7 rev./min.), r s = 0.17, p= 0.49). Similarly, side-of-mouth

preferences for chewing the bar were not correlated with the percentage left-hand use

displayed on these visuospatial reaching tests (Spearman rank; bowl, r s= 0.06, p= 0.78;

disc (3.5 rev./min.), r s= -0.11, p= 0.66; disc (7 rev./min.), rs = 0.18, p= 0.48). Although

preferences on the plate and twig tests could not be correlated as the data were too

clustered, no relationship was found between hand preferences on the plate task and

side-of-mouth preferences obtained for chewing the bar (Spearman rank, rs= -0.22, p=

0.35). There was also no correlation between hand preferences for grasping the string

and side-of-mouth preferences for chewing the twig or bar when subjects were

separated into left and right-hand preferent subgroups according to the hand used on the

string test (Spearman rank; twig, left, rs= 0.22, p= 0.53, right, rs= 0.08, p= 0.83; bar,

left, rs= -0.03, p= 0.94, right, rs= 0.44, p= 0.2f ).

Only two correlations could be calculated comparing hand preferences for

visuospatial reaching and side-of-mouth preferences in the shifter subgroup as most

datasets were clustered. A strong, but not quite significant, negative correlation was

found between the hand preferences displayed when grasping the string and side-of-

mouth preferences for chewing the bar in the shifters (Spearman rank, rs=-0.87, p=

0.03). No correlation was found between preferences displayed for chewing the twig

and hand preferences for grasping the string in the shifter subgroup (Spearman rank,

rs=-0.53, p= 0.20).
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Comparison between the strength of hand preferences and side-of-mouth preferences

The marmosets displayed stronger hand preferences than side-of-mouth

preferences in all comparisons. Side-of-mot: th preferences displayed for chewing the

twig were significantly weaker than hand preferences for simple food holding at 15-18

months (Wilcoxon, T += 0, p<0.0001). The preferences found for chewing the twig

were also weaker than the preferences displayed on the four tests of visuospatial

reaching (Wilcoxon tests; twig versus bowl, T += 5, p= 0.02; twig versus plate, T += 1,

p= 0.0002; twig versus string, T += 0, p= 0.0003; twig versus disc (3.5 and 7 rev./min.),

T+= 4, p= 0.01).

The strength of side-of-mouth preferences displayed for chewing the bar was

significantly weaker than the strength of hand preferences for holding the bar

(Wilcoxon, T+= 3, p= 0.003). However, the strength of side-of-mouth preferences

displayed on this test was only less than hand preferences for visuospatial reaching

from suspended postures for food on a plate and to grasp the string (Wilcoxon tests; bar

versus plate, T+= 4, p= 0.03; bar versus string, T+= 1, p= 0.003). There were no

significant differences between the strength of hand preferences for taking food from

the bowl or the rotating disc and the strength of side-of-mouth preferences for chewing

the bar (Wilco:xon tests, p>0.45 in all comparisons).

4.7 DISCUSSION

As for the visuospatial reaching tasks, there was no evidence of a group bias for

the side-of-mouth preferences measured in the present study. Also, there was no

relationship between side-of-mouth preferences on the two chewing tasks. Only 6 of

the 21 marmosets tested displayed the same side-of-mouth preferences on the two tests

of chewing, and they displayed stronger side-of-mouth preferences when chewing the

bar compared to the twig. This is similar to the result of Bennett et al. (1995) who

found that only 10, out of 21, Lemur catta displayed the same side-of-mouth

preferences for chewing primate chow as they did for chewing fruit. Also, like Lemur

catta, most of the marmosets preferred to use the side of the mouth to chew rather than
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the middle of the mouth. Bennett et al. (1995) reasoned that increased manual

manipulation required when chewing the fruit, compared to the primate chow, caused

side-of-mouth preferences to be more strongly lateralized for this food type. Thus, the

use of the hands may have influenced the strength of side-of-mouth preferences in

chewing. Hand use influenced the strength of side-of-mouth preferences in the

marmosets also. The marmosets displayed stronger side-of-mouth preferences when

they took the food bar to the mouth with one hand than side-of-mouth preferences when

hand use was not required and they chewed the twig. Moreover, more subjects

displayed side-of-mouth preferences when chewing the bar, and these preferences were

congruent with the hand preferences they displayed for holding the bar.

Side-of-mouth preferences displayed by the marmosets, and the lemurs, may

also have been affected by the hardness of the objects that they were required to chew.

Jaw movements during chewing might have influenced the strength of lateralization for

this function. 'Thexton and Hiiemae (1997) found that food consistency affected jaw

movements during chewing in macaques. They showed that when macaques chewed

primate chow their jaw movements were characterized by slow closing phases of long

duration and the opposite jaw movement patterns occurred when chewing banana (fast

closing phases of short duration). Duration of slow closing jaw movements was

inversely correlated with food hardness (Thexton and Hiiemae, 1997). Thexton and

Hiiemae 01997) proposed that jaw movements during chewing are highly dependent on

intra-oral sensory feedback in the macaques. is possible that increased motor control,

with faster jaw movements and increased demands for motor sequencing, might cause

stronger lateralization when chewing fruit and the nougat bar, compared to primate

chow and the twig, in the lemurs and marmosets respectively.

It was shown that gender and early experience also influenced the strength of

side-of-mouth preferences found in the present study. Females displayed stronger side-

of-mouth preferences than males when chewing the twig. Unfortunately, Bennett et al.

(1995) and. Stafford et al. (1993) were unable to examine the influence of gender on

side-of-mouth preferences in the lemurs. Howver, human females do display stronger
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asymmetries than males for one side of the mouth in chewing, generally for the right

side of the mouth (Hoogmartens, 1986). It w as also found that subjects in Experience

Group 2 (offspring) displayed significantly stronger side-of-mouth 'preferences, when

chewing the twig, than subjects in Experience Group 1. This is consistent with the

tendency for hand preferences for simple rood holding and visuospatial reaching

displayed by subjects in Experience Group 2 to be stronger than those displayed by

subjects in Experience Group 2. The weaker lateralization of the founding marmosets

might indicate that postural and motor lateralizations, involving set movement patterns

(p. 139), are not fully established in these :.ubjects as discussed previously. Thus,

overall, the evidence suggests that early experience influences hand and side-of-mouth

preferences and might affect the rate at which lateralization develops. These results

have implications for other studies with nonhuman primates and demonstrate the need

for further research into how motor and perceptual lateralizations develop in these

species.

Even when the influences of other variables on the strength of side-of-mouth

preferences are considered, the results of this study do not support the hypothesis of

Peters (1988b). The marmosets displayed stronger hand preferences for simple food

holding and for holding the bar than they displayed for chewing the twig and the bar.

The visuospatial reaching tasks also elicited stronger hand preferences compared with

side-of-mouth preferences in most cases. Only hand preferences found on the bowl and

the rotating disc task were not significantly stronger than the side-of-mouth preferences

displayed for chewing the bar. The different responses of the subjects to the motor and

visual components of the bowl and rotating disc tasks might have influenced these

results.

Relationships between different types of motor control

The results of these experiments suggest that hand preferences for simple food

holding might lead to side-of-mouth preferences for chewing. Although there was no

correlation between side-of-mouth preferences when chewing and hand preferences for
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simple food holding, the marmosets displa) ed preferences for the same side of the

mouth as the preferred hand when chewing the bar. Also, there was some evidence to

suggest that side-of-mouth preferences whe n chewing the bar might be negatively

related to hand preferences for visuospatial reaching. The hand preferences displayed

by the shifters, or subjects that displayed opposite hand preferences for simple food

holding versus visuospatial reaching (plate test), when reaching from the suspended

posture to grasp the string tended to be negatively correlated with side-of-mouth

preferences for chewing the bar. Side-of-n ouch preferences for chewing and hand

preferences for visuospatial reaching could not be correlated for the nonshifter

subgroup as the data were clustered. The results with the shifters, however, support the

hypothesis that one hemisphere might control visuospatial reaching, while the other

controls the hand used for simple food holding and, subsequently, the side-of-mouth

used to chew.

4.8 SUMMARY

In individual marmosets, one hand is used for simple food holding and the other

is used for visuospatial reaching. Thus, there is a division of function between the

hemispheres (and hands) for the control of different types of hand preference.

However, not all of the individuals are lateralized in the same way. Some individuals

use the left hand for simple food holding and the right hand for visuospatial reaching,

whereas others use the right hand for simple .:ood holding and the left for visuospatial

reaching. This indicates that although marmosets do not have hemispheric

specialization for the control of manual functions, hand preferences are not

independent.

Hand preferences for simple food holding lead to side-of-mouth preferences for

chewing in marmosets. Use of a hand to ta.<e an object to the mouth increased the

strength of side-of-mouth preferences. Hand preferences for simple food holding were

also significantly stronger than the side-of-mouth preferences displayed for chewing.

Thus, this data does not support the hypothesis of Peters (1988b).
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The lack of group biases on the v: suospatial reaching and side-of-mouth

preference tasks was not due to gender, family group membership, experience or task

complexity. While these variables wen shown to influence the strength of

lateralization displayed by individuals they did not affect the direction of preferences

displayed by the subjects.

Motor behaviours such as reaching for fruit from tripedal or suspended postures

and use of the mouth for gum exudate feeding are characteristic of the foraging

strategies of marmosets in their natural habitat. However, the absence of group biases

on the experiments reported in this chapter indicates that there is no selective advantage

for one direction of lateralization when performing these tasks. Lateralization for the

performance of manual tasks may be important at the individual level only. A division

of function between the hemispheres in individuals might be advantageous for

performance of species-specific motor behaviours that require bimanual hand use or

simultaneous use of the two sides of the body.
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